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This is the column where we re-introduce
you to those great products and or services
that we have provided for a long time that you
may have forgotten about.
In this issue we’d like to remind you about our
Craft & Artist Paints.
People are really surprised when they come
into the store and see our huge selection of
paints. No matter what your craft or art project
you are likely to find the paint you need here at
SGMC.
We carry 8 different lines of paint for just about
any use that you may have.
• DecoArt Crafter’s Acrylics
This low-cost option is designed to brush out
smoothly and evenly, covering in one or two
coats. Crafter's Acrylic is versatile and can be
used in general arts and crafts, stenciling,
ceramics, school projects, home decorating, and
decorative painting.
• DecoArt Americana Multi-Surface Satin
Acrylics
Use this premium, satin, indoor/outdoor acrylic
on almost any surface including most plastics.
They are self-sealing, so no primer or varnish is
required and they offer excellent coverage in
one to two coats. This special formula is
designed to brush out smoothly and once fully
cured, creates a durable, hard finish that is
highly resistant to cleaning chemicals.
• Windsor Newton Tube Water Colours
Cotman Water Colours come in 40 beautiful
tones. They're affordable but uncompromising
on quality. They have excellent tinting strength
and are easy to work with.
• Grumbacher Tube Oil Colors
Pre-tested oil colors have long stood for
professional quality oil color at an affordable
price. The name itself means that it has been
tested by human hands before it ever reaches
the retail shelf.
• Liquitex Soft Body Jar Acrylics
An extremely versatile artist paint, creamy and
smooth with a concentrated pigment load
producing intense, pure color. This pre-filtered
consistency ensures good coverage, evenleveling and superb results in a variety of
applications and techniques.
• Liquitex Heavy Body Tube Acrylics
Heavy Body Artist Color has a thick consistency
for traditional art techniques using brushes or
knives, as well as for experimental, mixed
media, collage and printmaking applications.
• MTN Water Based Spray Paints
Water Based 300 is a revolutionary formula
produced for interior and exterior application.
Water soluble, with high quality pigments allows
for superior coverage and control while the low
oder resins make it suitable for any application.
• Scribbles Dimensional Paints
Scribbles 3D Paint is beautiful and durable on
fabric, wood, paper, baskets, metal, and almost
every other craft surface. Permanent colors are
machine washable after 72 hours. Squeeze
bottles with an easy-to-use precision tip for
drawing fine lines.

Call 717-786-7118
Tues. thru Fri.

Store Hours

There are occasionally exceptions to these hours
which are listed on the door, on our website & are
also on our answering system if you call when we
are closed. If in doubt check first!

We have two
great new
stevia
sweetener
products from
Stevita to tell
you about. Not
new products
really, but new
pourable
pouches. Choose
from Spoonable
Organic or Stevita
Supreme with Xylitol for
all your natural, great
tasting zero calorie
sweetening.
Uchida-Bistro
Chalk Marker:
White. These
markers create a
dustless smooth
layer and rich
color that are
water based, non
toxic and fade
resistant. Perfect
for home, office
and school! This
7-1/4 x 3 inch
package
contains one
3mm fine tip
marker and one
chisel tip marker.

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Sat. 9 AM - Noon
CLOSED Sun. & Mon.

These extra jumbo
craft sticks measure
7.9” x 0.8”. This 25
pack is great for a
variety of crafts at
home, at school and at
camp.
Or choose the 750
pack of 2” colored craft
match sticks which
offer many crafting
options.
Or choose natural mini
craft sticks in a 250
quantity for your next
project.

Two great new 12V
cig plug replacements.
Choose hard-wired or pigtails.

Driveway Alert Kit
If you are looking for a way to know when someone pulls into your driveway or
approaches your house, we have the solution.
The Swann Wireless Driveway Alert Kit is an easy-to-use driveway alert system for home or small
business. With its 100-percent cable-free wireless design, it's made for easy DIY installation with
everything you need included in the pack. It detects motion and sounds an audible alarm to notify
you when a car enters a driveway or garage or someone enters a door or property. It's perfect for
driveways, home doorways, retail doorways, office entrances, storerooms and more. It has a long,
wire-free signal so you can position the sensor on your front or back gate or entrance up to 200 ft.
away from the receiver unit. Even better, because it's battery powered, you can place the unit
virtually anywhere, allowing it to be moved around your home, business or relocated if you move.
• Easy DIY wireless alarm kit for home or business
• Connects in minutes with easy mounting, pairing & convenient wireless operation
• The PIR alert motion sensor can be placed near entrances, front & back doorways, driveways,
garages, shops, reception areas or anywhere activity occurs
• Receiver unit emits an audible alarm & lights up when the alert sensor detects movement
• 3 volume level choices or silent mode with blue lights flashing on the channel linked to the
triggered sensor
• Long range up to 200 ft from sensor to receiver
• Detects motion up to 40 ft away
• Weatherproof design for monitoring driveways &
other outdoor locations
• Adjustable with rotating mounting bracket
• Expandable by adding more sensors from the
Swann DIY Alert Range or additional doorbells or gate
alarms
• Requires 3 AA batteries for receiver & 3 AAA
batteries for sensor
• Includes receiver unit with alarm, alert motion
sensor, mounting bracket with adjustable angle pivot
joint, mounting screws, wall plugs, theft-deterrent
stickers & quick-start guide

Safety Gloves; Hidden Danger
Have you ever found yourself in a
position where you needed to use
gloves to protect your hands? Point is:
A lot of people use gloves in their everyday
from cooking, to cleaning, or even saving
lives – but are they good enough to protect
your skin from the dangers outside?
What's the Deal with Gloves?
As of late we've come to realize that
gloves aren't enough! Did you know that
the longer you wear a latex glove the more
prone you are to contract a Latex Allergy?
Did you know that around the world there
are over 13 million people that are affected
by a Latex Allergy and the US (Although it
has been declining since the 90's) has
approximately 7,000 new cases annually?
You can get the allergy by wearing one for
too long, this weakens the latex material
and allows the toxic accelerators out into
your skin, or into the air you breath
causing the allergy, but that's not all. Some
gloves, latex or not, are lined with a
donning powder (For ease of insertion)
which can cause Contact Dermatitis!
Gloves In A Bottle® prevents the fear of
the potential Latex Allergy, even if you
already have one, as it is a Shielding
Lotion, it will keep the Latex off of your skin
because it acts as a second layer of skin.
There are alternatives like Nitrile and Vinyl
but like latex they too have their downside.
Not to hate on gloves, we think they are
incredibly helpful but overall are not
enough. They are supposed to be creating
a second layer of skin, instead they are
creating a second layer of skin damage.
But don't worry, if you have been affected
by these troubles Shielding Lotions™ work
with your skin preventing more irritants into
your skin and allowing your skin to heal
itself.
What should you do? Look no further than
Gloves In A Bottle® – Shielding Lotion™.
A Shielding Lotion™ is a lotion that bonds
with the outer layer of skin cells, enhancing
the skin's ability to retain natural oils and
moisture, assisting the skin's ability to
protect against irritants, harsh soaps and
other common household and cosmetic
products that strip moisture out of the skin.
Gloves In A Bottle® was originally made
with miners dealing with harsh chemicals
and conditions in mind, imagine the
protection you will receive when using
Gloves In A Bottle® for yourself.
This information is neither a recommendation nor diagnosis
for disease. We make no health claims regarding the
information presented here. This information is a starting point
in your interest to be a better informed consumer of natural
health products. We look forward to being a resource for you.

Vermont Soap launches
NEW Liquid Sunshine
ZERO-VOC spray cleaner
With indoor pollution and
sick building syndrome
running rampant in the
modern world,
pioneering
organic products
innovator
Vermont Soap
revealed the world’s
FIRST certified
organic ZERO VOC
surface cleaner.
This is the long
awaited scentless
version of Vermont
Soap’s famous Liquid
Sunshine Spray and Wipe.
Unscented Liquid Sunshine
ZERO-VOC spray cleaner is
safe for infants, children, pets,
asthmatics and immune
system compromised
individuals. Use in the
kitchen, bathroom and
playroom and on walls, floors,
toys and fine furniture.
Liquid Sunshine ZERO-VOC
spray cleaner cleans ALL
water safe surfaces without
scents or colors or potentially
toxic materials. This product represents the
future of personal care products. Consumers are
tired of being told their products are
natural when they cannot even
pronounce the ingredient names! It is
only by steering our society toward truly
natural, organic and sustainably made
products that we can change course
and stop rushing headlong down the
path of disassociation with the
natural world that sustains us.

Liquid Sunshine Dish Foam
Liquid Sunshine Dish Foam
makes it easy to green up your
kitchen. The convenient large
foaming dispenser minimizes
waste and creates a thick foam of
natural bubbles ready to clean the
dirtiest dishes. The wonderful
energizing orange essential oil blend freshens
your space and cuts grease naturally!
Get yours today!

Lucky Magnetic Hematite
Bracelets Onyx - Power
& Happiness
Magnetic Hematite
Gemstones are known
to: Increase Circulation •
Alleviate Arthritis & Pain •
Relieve Headaches • Reduce
Stress and Tension • Boost Immune System.
Onyx Is The Gemstone For
Wealth and Success.
Wear this bracelet always and
your life can be filled with happiness and you can be successful
and have great wealth, so they
say.

The Ultimate
scrubEAZE
has proven to
be the most
popular of any
cleaning cloths of its
kind. It is indispensable
in everyday household use and makes a
wonderful and thoughtful gift!
Make your kitchen and bathroom shine from top
to bottom – appliances, stove tops, sinks,
countertops – including marble, tile and glass
surfaces. Ideal for stainless steel and non-stick
cookware and utensils. The Ultimate
scrubEAZE – measuring 12cm x
15cm.

Reeves Chalk Pastel Sets
Square-shaped soft pastels are
made with high quality pigments to
give you excellent light fastness and
strong, vibrant colors. Extremely soft
and easy to apply, they are perfect
for color blending and are suitable
for use on textured paper or card.

The Bio-mex cleanser is an eco-friendly,
universal detergent for cleaning &
shining that comes with a uniquelydesigned applicator stored conveniently
in the lid. Bio-mex is formulated without
harmful chemicals, from non-toxic, 100%
biodegradable ingredients.
Like the Ultimate scrubEAZE, Bio-mex is
safe to use in your kitchen and bathroom –
on appliances, stove tops, sinks, countertops –
including marble, tile and glass surfaces. Biomex is tough on grease & lime scale and soap
scum and is great for
getting rid of hard
water deposits
and rust.
Use Bio-mex
outdoors as well –
on your vehicle
chrome, wheels &
rims or your
patio furniture
– making
them sparkle
like new. It
also does
wonders for
your running
shoes!

